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QUESTION 1

Which three values are correct Object Manager command line parameters? (Choose three.) 

A. Dump or "d" 

B. Extract or "e" 

C. Load or "l" 

D. Verify or "V" 

E. Test or "t" 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 2

The out-of-the box object model for the ORM module contains an association from Business Entity to Loss Impact. Your
client does not want end users to use this association. 

What should you do? 

A. Enable System Admin Mode, disable the relationship, and update the reportingschema. 

B. Enable System Admin Mode, disable the relationship, and then disable System Admin Mode. 

C. Enable System Admin Mode, disable the relationship, and then regenerate the reporting framework. 

D. Enable System Admin Mode, disable the relationship, update the reporting schema, regenerate the reporting
framework, and then disable System Admin Mode. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to configure the OpenPages application user interface usingthe Automated Forms Configuration tool
(AFCON). 

Which three settings are configurable? (Choose three.) 

A. Object icons 

B. Profiles 

C. User profile assignments 

D. Activity Views 

E. Dependent picklists 



Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a field, called "Audit Assessment," defined on the Risk object and you only want users assigned to the
"Auditors" profile to access this field. 

What should you do? 

A. Define a dependent field that controls Audit Assessment\\'s visibility. 

B. Exclude the Audit Assessment field from all Profiles except for the "Auditor" profile. 

C. Make the "Audit Assessment" field required for the Auditor profile. 

D. Create a read trigger that controls access to the Audit Assessment field. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer requires a solution that will automatically calculate values and update fields on a set of objectswith those
new values. 

When writing this trigger, what should be of concern to the developer? 

A. Performance implications 

B. Storage space 

C. Trigger limitations 

D. Reporting dependencies 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A user requires the ability to see and edit all the processes in their own business unit while also having the ability to see
but not edit all other processes in the organization. 

Which security access control permissions should the user be assigned? 

A. Only one role is required which is assigned at the group level with read/write access granted on the Entity and
Process objects. 

B. A role assigned at the group level with read granted, write is unspecified on the Entity and Process and a second role
assigned to the business unit with read access granted on the Entity read/write on the Process. 

C. A role assigned to the group level with read access granted on the Entity, read/write on the Process and a second
role assigned at the business unit with read granted and write is unspecified on the Entity and Process. 



D. Only one role is required which is assigned at the business unit level with read/write access granted on the Entity and
Process objects. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

You areusing the OpenPages GPO platform and want to develop a new workflow. Which tool would you use? 

A. Interstage BPM Console 

B. Interstage BPM Workflow Studio 

C. CommandCenter Query Studio 

D. Microsoft Office Visio 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three technologies would be used to develop a custom helper? (Choose three.) 

A. OpenPages SDK 

B. Java 

C. ASP 

D. JavaScript 

E. Ruby 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 9

Which top-levelgroup acts as a container for custom groups that can be used system-wide? 

A. Security Domains 

B. OP Administrators 

C. Workflow, Reporting and Others 

D. Standalone Users and Groups 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 10

You want to provide a way for administrators to control user and group access to objects that are under a defined
security point within the object hierarchy according to the role the user or group is expected to perform within the
organization. 

Which model should you use? 

A. A group-based security model 

B. A profile-based security model 

C. A role-based security model 

D. A user-based security model 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You are running the FastMap data load utility to import a template containing a set ofdata that contains some validation
errors. 

What will EastMap do next? 

A. FastMap will attempt to partial\\' import the correct data and report the errors of the data that could not be loaded. 

B. FastMap will use a fail-fast approach by stopping on thefirst validation error and reporting it before continuing. 

C. EastMap validates the entire workbook being imported and reports all validation errors found and allows a corrected
workbook to be imported to restart the process. 

D. EastMap auto-corrects validation errors by using smart-defaults to correct values for any error. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two statements about primary parent relationships are true? (Choose two.) 

A. If an object has multiple parents and you disassociate it from its primary parent, it will automatically be assigned a
new primary parent. 

B. Cascading operations on objects such as locking or unlocking are based upon primary associations. 

C. You cannotchange an object\\'s primary association from one parent object to another. 

D. An object can have multiple primary parent relationships. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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